
LOCKDOWN of CPJ 2020 
So for the first time since 1975 Castle Point Joggers was unable to operate as 
an awful pandemic swept our wonderful country meaning that for the first time 
since World War 2 heavy restrictions were placed on everyone’s lives including 
of course the sport we love, week after week more and more events were 
postponed until the inevitable cancelling of the London Marathon, many of 
our members had worked so hard to train for this event with committed training 
sessions and raising money for charity so this was a terrible disappointment but 
with heartbreaking news on a daily basis it was the only sensible thing to do.  
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Treasure Hunt 

With exercise still being allowed I decided to create challenges that everyone 
could take part in, our first one being a treasure hunt, 10 items had to been 
found including something historical and a CPJ filming location! And we had 
some interesting spins on some of the ideas especially from Beverley Newman 
with her toy road cones and real bottles of Saffron to represent the Saffron Trail! 
But we soon moved onto even greater things 

The £1 Challenge 
I originally wanted to see if CPJ could raise £100 for our local NHS services 
simply by running a mile in the garden and donating £1 into the club account 
the task was simple enough, film a short clip of the challenge and post the 

results on the club Facebook page and 
nominate 3 other people, I kicked off 
proceedings by playing the guitar while 
singing Beatles songs and this was 
followed by some very creative ideas 
everything from dressing up as 
superhero, flipping pancakes and 
singing like Julie Andrews, incredibly we 
ended up raising over £800! which was 
very generous so we’d like to thank 
everyone who got involved. The full list 
of activities can be seen here for the 
record with Greg Deacon coming out 
on top in fact he ended up doing 
three! 
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1. Greg Deacon 8.05 relay 3rd attempt 
2 Dave Sifford 8.09 shouting classic lines 
from his movies 🎥  
3 Terence Spooner 8.45 
4 Dave Flanagan 8.64 dressed as a fireman 🚒  
5 Ty Mckeown 9.41 without trumpet 
6 Sarah Norton 9.59 with a baton and PJ's 
7 Martin Victory 10.25 acting like a young man from 
Liverpool ⚽  
8 Gary Clifford 10.39 as a Chimney Sweep 
9 Kairen Hart 11.09 running like a horse over hurdles 🐎  
10 Justin Burton 11:52 with broom and happy face 😃  
11 Ian Hart 11:44 running the famous character Lord Bowers 
shouting “Get off my land” 🌳  
12 Lynn Poulton 12.12 Tap dancing 🕺  
13 Steve Kershaw 12.25 running with golf clubs 🏌  
14 Rinal Pandya 12.26 with her children and bubbles 🎈  

15 Kevin Steed 12.30 while telling jokes 🤩  
16 Martin England 12.33 with his red flag 
17 Rick Wade 12. 40 in the wonderful world if Rick 🐈  
18 Jacquie & Alex Deacon 12.50 holding hands together  
19 Tracie Beckett 12.53 in Pjs 
20 Mark Collins 13.05 dressed as a life guard ,  
21 Amanda Skeggs 13.22 running singing the Sandwich Song 🥪  
22 Susan Smith 13.23 creating a portrait of her husband on the 
back of a cardboard plate 🖼  
23 Chloe Still 13.28 in party dress and champagne 🍾  
24 Stuart & Kate Harrison 13.32 running with drum sticks 🍗  
25 Mike Hayward 13.35 running as Michael Jackson 💃  
26 Gareth Smith 13:40 with Bingo balls 🎱  
27 Graeme & Christina Edwards 13.47 three legged race 🛎  
28 Tristan S 13.48 dressed as Harry Potter 
29 Karen Sweeney 13:55 with boxing gloves 🥊  
30 Keith Dorrington 14.15 playing golf ⛳  
31 Debbie Slayford Dunn 14.14 dressed as Pudsey bear 🐻  
32 Paul Franklin 14.22 with toilet paper  

33 Jan Steed 14.51 doing Kev’s circuits 7  
34 Karen Batt in beach wear(2nd attempt Batman) 
35 Jo McNeilly 14.52 being sprayed by water guns 🚿  
36 Sarah Hemsworth 15.54 singing “The hills are alive with the sound of music “ 🏔  
37 Scarlett Piecey 14.57 
38 Tina Burton 15.00 singing and dancing to Naff Naff baby 👶  
39 Darren Butteriss 15.16 running in Liverpool kit with Lulu 🦅  
40 MRS Chunda 15.31 while Chunda lays in hammock 
41 Charlie Edwards 15.36 singing “I’m the piano man “ 🎹  
42 Nick & Laura Livemore 15.42 with baton dressed as Mario brothers =  
43 June Freed 15.43 dressed as Nurse >  
44 Jane Hopkins 15.53 chasing a bottle of wine 🍷  
45 Richard Bonham 15.53 singing Cliff Richard songs 📝  
46 Lee La Roche 15.58 making cookies while running 🍲  
47 Becky Morgan 16.16 running with her children in tin foil hat 🧢  
48 John Freed 16.40 dressed as a Builder 🔨  
49 Becky Morgan 16.16 with children and foil hat 🧢  
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https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010841895083&__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARA-HjebWOIyOpil5bZYXAgXV9yrUqBISA4d37I6vf_-_qhi7eC2StcmAavAXFrLgEY6YRY2GWSbsIsA&fref=mentions


50 Katherine Li T Orr & Ade 17.02 following Ade around the 
garden 
51 Alice Rose Brackley 17.17 following the wrong group 😲  
52 Michelle Frogley17.16 in a hands waving smiley way 😁  
53 Kay Gill 17.51 dressed with as many items as possible F  
54 Barry & Sandra Hockley 17.55 holding hands and rabbit rabbit 
55 Jon Strutt 18.21 dressed as a pirate 🏴 ☠  
56 Catherine & Gary Garry Staines 18.22 as three legged race 
57 John Sweeney 18.35 dressed as as a singing painter I  
58 Tracy Pitkin 18.44 creating ladies day with broom for a horse  
59 Vicki Baker 19.01 slow plod 
60 Martin Howlett 19.41 while creating yoga positions J  
61 Samantha Evans 19.08 with towel on head side stepping and 
"can't stay for cake I have to wash my hair" 
62 Justin Macal 21.08 with bucket of water 💦  
63 Laura Hemsworth 21.08 as food inspector 
64 Keith Nevett 21.57 running with birthday hat 🎂  
65 Anne Hoeb 22.28 while doing netball 🏀  
66 Rebecca Clay 23.05 running around an assort course with 
children ⏱  
67 Helen Walker 23.05 in summer clothes ☀  

68 Karen Avison 24:16 wearing sign I’m in the wrong group 👚  
69 Daniel Hobbs & Yvette Hobbs 27.43 running with Axe the dog  
70 Chunda Moore 30.47 Carrying a canoe 🛶  
71 Adam Hemsworth 31. 00 running backwards the cat 🐈  
72 Georgie Burch 33:33 with baby in buggy 👶  
73 Anna Jillings Buttimore 33.57 with Star Trek T shirt 👚  
74 Ian Walker 38.00 with bat and ball 🎾  
75 Ann Fielding 41.11 In holiday clothes 
76 Rob Dunn NTR with school uniform 🏫  
77 Mike Hopkins NTR with sports bra 👩  
78 Tina Victory NTR with 80’s songs 🎵  
79 Adam Poulton NTR playing guitar singing Beatles Songs 🎸  
80 Paul VArker NTR running playing his drum 🥁  
81 Luke Bonham NTR. bow down to Sir Richard ⚔  
82 Lara Butteriss NTR run speaking Italian complete with recipe  
83 Gwen Bonham NTR I love running chant 📣  
  84 Kirsty Bonham NTR playing hockey 🏑  
85 Nick Valerie McCullagh NTR doing the spotty dog 🐶  
86 Elisa Sofocli NTR being chased by children in a tin foil hat 🎩  
87 Gillian Victory NTR running dressed in supermarket clothes and French Bread 
88 Kay Gill 2nd time! NTR On treadmill with Roxy 🐕  
89 Derek Page NTR running with custard and his lovely daughter 😍  
90 Chris & Kate Cammidge while singing Pink Floyd songs  
91 Beverly Markham NTR running while using a whisk and mixing bowl 🍲  
92 James Austin NTR Running with life jacket 
93 Debbie Harper NTR With exercise routine 
94 Nigel J Horobin NTR creating fish recipe 
95 Jayne Hayward NTR at cruffs 
96 Valerie McCullagh NTR 
3 Challenges 👟  
97 Sue Hickey NTR singing beside sea side 🌊  
98 Gwen Winmill NTR running with pretend grandchildren 
99 Clive Dunnico NTR dressed as a Clown  
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Medal Winner Mike Hopkins for most attempts  

 

The Fantasy Parkrun 
With no parkruns to look forward to the next 
best thing was to create your own! A fantasy 
parkrun “Where all your Pb’s come true!” CPJ 
members where then encouraged to run their 
own parkrun wherever they wished and write 
their own report, we had over 16 different 
ones to choose from including Martin Howletts 
‘Kendal Park’ who’s report included naming 
members of the club en route to Graeme 
Edwards ‘Groundhog Day’ where you repeat 
the same lap multiple times which led him to 
post 12 pictures of the same left hand bend!! 
The Smith family created a great video that 
included their son Tristan (CPJ Young Runner 
Member) as run director with jacket and 
clipboard, here are some rather dodgy top 5 
results ! 
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The CPJ 6.4k  

This challenge involved runners, cyclists and 
walkers following a set route around Castle 
Point which could be accessed from many 
points as long as you started the route it in the 
same anti-clockwise direction and finished in 
the same place as you started, but it also had 
a theme to it, and you had to work out what 
the theme was by taking a picture of yourself 
by a particular place, object or location with 
the statement “I WON” but this challenge 
caused a lot of hilarious confusion with some 
people having multiple attempts to get it right 
but the answer was simple all you had to do 

was take a picture of yourself standing next to something that began with 
the same letter as your name! The winner of the best picture must go to 
Gareth Ian Smith who proudly posted his picture of “GATE IN 
SHIPWRIGHTS” cleverly using all THREE initials of his name! All those who 
completed this successfully were awarded our special badge  



1 Barry Bandage 19.34 

2 Mike Hopkins 20.42 

3 Chunda Moore 24.29 

4 Tina Victory  (sub 25) 

5 Graeme  Edwards 25.34 

Medal Winner Martin Howlett most inventive parkrun 

CPJ Art! 
I have always been intrigued by the patterns an uploaded route can make. I have often 
uploaded a  route which takes on the shape of a face, animal or object, so it seemed like 
the perfect challenge to deliberately create a piece of running art by using your GSP signal, 
I though we could start with something easy like spelling out the letters CPJ, which proved 
harder than I anticipated but not so for James Austin who created not only the perfect 
lettering but incredibly included the castle logo to boot! 
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Medal Winners James Austin & Anne most creative
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Where Am I? 
The ‘Where Am I?” Challenge involved taking a picture 
of yourself in an interesting location and members had 
to guess where you were, once various locations had 
been discovered a route was set up to complete in the 
least amount of miles but this encouraged Rick Wade 
to run through the water authorities access gate to get 
a true ‘as the crow flies’ result he’s always been a 
rebel! 

Medal Winner Kairen Hart

Hole In One 
Having run over the Salt Marshes at Bowers Gifford for many years now I have 
always thought it would make a great location for a Parkrun so this came to 
mind when creating the ‘Hole In One’ run and with restrictions being lifted we 
could be a little more adventurous and because we had missed out on the 
10k season I thought it would be fun to create our own. Part of the area was 
once home to South Benfleet golf course before it was closed after the 
outbreak of WW2 and never reopened. I wanted to make the route in the 
shape of a golf pin and hole and create teams that were named after 
prominent members of CPJ from 1975 until the present day. It was quite a 
tough route with a prominent hill right in the middle of the route, I think it 
would be nice to bring this one back next year if possible. 

Winning Team was Lay with Adam Hemsworth the fastest Man and June Freed 
the fastest Lady 
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PAIRS  
The Pairs run as the name suggests involved running with another person of 
your choice around a 5k route in Hadleigh Downs, except this was a littler bit 
different you had to run in the opposite direction to your partner and there 
was much discussion on which way was the hardest and to be honest there 
wasn’t much difference both had undulation and hills , at the point where you 
met your partner 10 Star Jumps and 10 Spotty Dogs had to be completed just 
to add to the fun. 

Michelle Frogley who paired up with Rick Wade really got into the spirit of things 
and ran the route in her spotty dog outfit! 

Winning Pair Adam Hemsworth & Natasha Webb 

Full results here www.cpjoggers.com/results

http://www.cpjoggers.com/results
http://www.cpjoggers.com/results
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Fitness Fun Friendship

Run To The Christmas Tree 
Our final challenge of the year was to be ‘Run To The Christmas Tree’ a team 
relay challenge which involved the passing of three baubles which then had 
to be placed on a make shift Christmas tree on the highest point of the 
Hadleigh 2012 Olympic bike course with the fastest team to complete this 
being the overall winners, this event was scheduled for 19th and 20th 
December 2020 but unfortunately those that had planned to run on the 
Sunday were cut short as more restrictions due to Covid 19 were put into 
place preventing them from participating so only 4 teams managed to take 
part out of the 11 planned. The Elves team which consisted on Greg Deacon, 
Christina Edwards and Vivienne Churnside came out on top with a time of 
36.00 exact and they certainly had the Christmas spirit running in full Elf 
costumes! and it feels odd in as I write this report in what has already been a 
strange year where we have had to adapt and be creative for members to 
still be able to run and be part of our wonderful club and yet it seems we 
have come full circle as we end this awful year in lockdown once more. 
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